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1 New instruments of cultural promotion 
Where do artists, cultural producers and organisers find it easier to plan their 
projects and where do they start? Where are the paths shorter and the barriers 
lower than before?

7 x

2 Communication – public relations – marketing activities

There is nothing going on in Chemnitz… Have not heard this sentence
in a long time!

5 x

3 International exchange  and dialogue

In the past, people from Chemnitz used the train to go to the other cities to 
work. Now the train brings scores of visitors and tourists from all over the 
world to Chemnitz!

9 x

4 Academy for Experimental Arts

Art is just pictures, theater and a book. Nope. In 2030 Chemnitz experiments! 
Can you find places where experimental art is created? Little tip, they do not 
look like typical ateliers!

5 x

5 Chemnitz City Lab as a method

In the Chemnitz city lab, the residents and the „city“ come together and
experiment for a Chemnitz of the future.

4 x

6 Festivals and large-scale international events

What are all the fans from Dresden, Leipzig and Berlin doing here? Oh yes, 
the cool festivals are back in Chemnitz. But hold on a moment, the theater, 
art and film fans will also get their money‘s worth!

9 x

7 Museums, collections, archives and memorials

What happened at the Kaßberg Prison Education and Memorial Site? Why is a 
train being pulled through the city again? Is it real?

7 x

8 Art in public spaces

Art belongs in a museum? Performance in a theater?
Nonsense, in the street many more people can benefit!

9 x
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